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OUR 40TH ANNIVERSARY CONFERENCE will address the transcontinental and international 
movements of Poles over the centuries. 

Travel with us as our expert speakers enlighten you as to where, 
when, why, and how Poles left their mother country to form 
communities around the globe (on six continents)—many still 
existing today! Polish military records, helpful electronic tools, 
compiling a medical family tree, and an example of how DNA 
testing coupled with research lead to ancestral discoveries are 
some of the excellent presentations to experience.

Research help will be available from our Poland-born-and-raised professional genealogists for locating 
ancestral villages, breaking down brick walls and boundaries, and possibly even acquiring a new 
document through their help with Internet searching.

Conference registration includes: 
• Full access to eight lectures by highly-qualified nationally- and internationally-known genealogy 

specialists, including Ceil Wendt Jensen, Tadeusz Pilat (from Warsaw), W. Fred Hoffman, Ola 
Heska, and Marsha Peterson-Maass

• Printed detailed syllabus, includes lecture synopses for all eight lectures, resource information, and more
• Access to skilled translators for one-on-one assistance with documents in Polish, Russian, Latin, and 

German (including old scripts—Kurrent and Sütterlin)
• Ask Us! Consulting Services – experienced volunteers to help with genealogy how-tos, quick look-

ups in key reference books, answer research questions, and more
• Vendor room – your source for reference/research books and media, including Fundamentals of 

Genealogy, PGSA, AncestorStuff and FunStuff for all things genealogy. PhotoGrafix will be on-site to 
scan your old photos needing rejuvenating via their retouching service. (Bring old photos you wish 
serviced, they are scanned, and you take your original photos back home with you.)

• Served hot-plated lunch
• PGSA logo-screened shoulder bag
• Networking with like-minded researchers! Who’s YOUR cousin?

PLEASE NOTE: The CONFERENCE itself is being held at THE EUROPEAN CRYSTAL BANQUET 
& CONFERENCE CENTER on Saturday, September 15, 2018. The DoubleTree Hotel – Arlington 
Heights is the location for sleeping arrangements, and the bus tour pick-up and drop-off (if you are not 
attending the optional Polish-accent dinner after the bus tour). There is a free bus shuttle between the 
DoubleTree Hotel and European Crystal — check with the bellman for availablity. Also, the two facilities 
are approximately three blocks apart, on the same side of the street, and there is a sidewalk available.
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